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YO U R O P T I O N S H AV E N OW B E C O M E C L E A R
Introducing Maui Jim’s most advanced, prescription ready lens material.
With optics nearly as clear as glass and just one-third the weight, MauiBrilliant
eliminates the need to compromise clarity or comfort in a prescription lens.
MauiBrilliant is a revolutionary, proprietary material with an ABBE value of 56
and is the lightest, clearest prescription lens available anywhere.

A B B E VA L U E M AT E R I A L C O M PA R I S O N

HUMAN EYE
ABBE 50

POLYCARBONATE
ABBE 30

MAUIBRILLIANT
ABBE 56

SUPERTHIN GLASS
ABBE 58

ABBE values shown out of a maximum of 59 (Crown glass)
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EVERYTHING STARTS
WITH A VISION
With an equal focus on fit, function and aesthetics,
EVATIK eyewear strikes the perfect balance between
comfort and luxury. Clean, understated designs are
elevated by high quality materials such as handmade
acetate, high grade stainless steel, Japanese titanium
and European hinges. Deep, rich, masculine colors and
custom design elements define the collection, creating
the perfect eyewear accessory for today’s modern man.

evatik.com
800.361.6220 | westgroupe.com
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From the editor

One thing that became abundantly clear to me at this
year’s Vision Expo West in Las Vegas was just how much
innovation goes into the design and manufacturing
of today's frames and lenses.
Whether it's the type of materials that are used, how
the frames are built or the features companies use to
make their eyewear the best in the business, today’s specs
are, in and of themselves, a true marvel to behold.
This issue of Optical Prism magazine brings into focus
the things that make eyewear so special. We discuss the
latest and greatest in flexible frames in an article by our
assistant editor Jody Johnson-Pettit.
This feature informs us about how eyewear companies
are using state-of-the-art materials to create frames that
can withstand the active, and sometimes accident-prone,
lifestyles of both today’s adults and children.
Associate editor Troy Patterson has put together two articles on innovative eyewear
materials. In one, he writes about the latest in hinge technologies. And, in the other,
he provides examples of some of the best in rimless frames.
This issue also includes a pictorial on an eyewear trend that has been around for
ages - metal frames. But why has this eyewear material remained in style for so long?
We spoke with an eyecare professional to find out more.
Also in this issue of Optical Prism magazine is our coverage - both an article and photos from Essilor Canada’s recent Alive Summit and Roadshow at the Westin Harbour Castle
in downtown Toronto as well as a feature on a young ophthalmologist that is making a
significant contribution to Canada’s health-care system.
Of course, we also discuss innovative and trend-setting eyewear in our popular preview
section near the front of this issue.
And, remember: for the latest in eyewear and eyecare news, be sure to follow us on
Facebook (@OpticalPrismMagazine) and Twitter (@OpticalPrism) and keep a regular
eye on our website, www.opticalprism.ca.
Denis Langlois,
Editor.
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Vision & Voice

“How important is
frame technology to both
a brand's quality and image?”
"I think that frame technology is important
to a brand’s quality and image. As independent opticians, we must differentiate
ourselves with frames that have a "story."
The story needs to be about the benefits and
features of the frames we are suggesting
for our patients. There are vast differences
between a mass-produced, a low-end frame
and a hand-finished frame created with
quality materials and finishes. Educating
our patients about these differences
is imperative.”
Lorne Kashin, Executive director,
Ontario Opticians Association.
“A patient may choose a frame for a
variety of reasons. It can be the style,
designer, brand or functionality, but a
frame well built with leading materials
and technology is what will make the
consumer happy for a long time. This
cause and effect not only brings great
value to the frame’s brand but the
ECPs brand as well.”
Jonah Baumann,
Lab Business Development,
Canadian Optical Supply.

“Frame technology is a key component, it is what sets your brand
apart. It’s what defines your product and tells the industry who you
are as a company. We have always defined ourselves as a company
dedicated to advancing frame technology because it solves problems,
it’s interesting and it starts a conversation.”
Paul Storace, CEO,
Alternative & Plan “B” Eyewear.
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"Etnia Barcelona implements technology to all phases of developing
our frames. From the design and i+D
process to manufacturing, we use the
latest technological advances and
the most advanced processes. We take
every last detail into account in order
to bring a high added value and the
image of high quality to our frames.”
Catherine Anselmo,
Etnia Barcelona.

416 630 4470

shillingoptical.com

1 800 263 1402

Preview

Manu

Neubau
Neubau eyewear offers
a collection of new models
and colour finishes. They
include the Sarah, Manu,
Erwin and Felix from
“The Wire” collection, which
each boast minimalist lines
and shapes with delicate
stainless steel frames.
For more information, visit:
www.neubau-eyewear.com

Erwin

Sarah

Camouflage Refresh

Okia
Camouflage is the inspiration of the latest HDA Collection by OKIA.
OKIA revisits the classic camouflage pattern with softer lines and
blended colours, while the design details feature a high-definition and
three-dimensional effect and is offered in a rich, warm colour palette
including olive green and crimson. For more information,
visit: www.okia.com
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Preview

Tom

Edge Round

Vuarnet

Alternative
Alternative Eyewear releases
its new Global Fit option within
the Vue collection. These six
new models feature the “Global
Fit” mark with styles designed
to fit individuals with low profile
bridges properly and comfortably
without the addition of nose
pads. These new acetate models
will accommodate these specific
sizings while offering stylish acetate looks that everyone wants
in their eyewear wardrobe.
For more information, visit:
www.alternativeeyes.com

Vuarnet introduces Nightlynx
lenses which are engineered to
deliver clarity and visual sharpness
in low-light conditions such as
night, dusk and dawn as well as in
the rain or fog.
Nightlynx lenses eliminate glare
and noticeably improve contrast
and distance perception. The
lenses are designed to block 100
per cent of UV rays and harmful
blue light by stopping the Xenon
and LED portion of the visible
light spectrum.
Nightlynx features yellow lenses
set against matte black frames and
is available in five styles including
cat eye, “The Dude”, Edge Round,
District Square and the oversized
aviator “Tom.”
For more information, visit:
www.vuarnet.com

Vue 950
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Preview
Safilo
KIDS by Safilo releases its eco-compatible collection. This unique
eyewear line is made of bio-based polymers, derived from natural
renewable resources and engineered to replace fossil-oil-based
polymers. Safilo Kids eyewear uses two different bio-polymers, both
made with bio-based contents derived from castor oil: a rigid one to
give structural performance to the frame and the temples and a soft
one to guarantee the best fit on the face, comfort and safety
for the user. For more information, visit: www.safilo.com

WestGroupe
The STEPPER collection from
WestGroupe offers 15 new optical
styles that include seven men’s
and eight women’s models.

SI-20063

SI-30110

SI-60138

SI-30084
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Standouts from the ladies’
collection include models SI-30084
and SI-30110, which have classic eye
shapes but with a modern appeal.
For both models, the TX5 fronts are
combined with titanium temples
that boast delicate patterns and
two-tone colouring.
In the men’s collection, SI-60138 is
a stylish titanium model that incorporates TX5 into the temple design.
Model SI-20063 is a thin profile
TX5 front coupled with ultra-thin
titanium temples.
For more information, visit:
www.westgroupe.com

Preview

Kian

Kenmark
Kenmark Eyewear releases new styles
from the Zac Posen Men’s collection.
KIAN is a rounded square club-master
style, featuring rich acetate colours in
denim, olive and tortoise. BRODY is a
thin, full-zyl round style, while ETHAN,
a full-zyl rounded square style features
metal rivet detailing on the front.
For more information,
visit: www.kenmarkeyewear.com

Ethan

Brody

Ogi
Carrara 6733

Carrara 6325

Carrara, a new Red Rose model
by Ogi Eyewear, is a feminine
cat-eye frame featuring a softlyupswept silhouette handmade
from translucent high-density
acetate. The Carrara comes in
pastel colours including Aloe
Green and Rose Dust.
The stainless steel temples have
a crosshatched pattern to add
visible texture and the adjustable
tips are wrapped in acetate for
comfort.
For more information, visit:
www.ogieyewear.com
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a constant
state of style
A Legacy of Luxury for
the Modern Everyday Woman

With a European heritage, an American upbringing,
and a strong Italian sensibility, the name Adrienne
Vittadini has long been synonymous with designs
that have a “Euro-American” point of view. Iconic
style that bridges the vibrancy and fast fashion of the
European runways with the casual ease and timeless
appeal of American sportswear.

This legacy remains true in eyewear; with
intrinsic design, delicate detailing and exquisite
embellishments, Adrienne Vittadini Eyewear remains
committed to a unique individual, a fearless dresser
with the confidence to stand out, she’s always
elegant and always glamorous.

MATCHEYEWEAR.COM | 1-877-88-MATCH

STYLE: AV 1206 : BROWN MARBLE

THE
EVOLUTION
OF
RIMLESS
By Troy Patterson
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Rimless and semi-rimless eyewear
has carved out a niche in the business
through the efforts of companies that
take a simple concept and innovate
it to adapt to their customer's
needs and wants.

Silhouette Inspire

Silhouette says its newest rimless
eyewear collection "Inspire" is
defined by contrasts and colours.
Taking a fresh perspective, the company
has embarked on a journey through
exciting colour worlds with the new
collection from the Linz-based eyewear
manufacturer.

“FOR THE INSPIRE COLLECTION,
MINIMALISM AND ‘LESS IS MORE’
ARE THE PERFECT DESCRIPTIONS.”

The joyful mixture of tones gives
the models a particular vivacity, with
additional dynamism created through
the combination of metal and SPX
plastic. They are also refined – with
the hinge concealed by the decorative
part of the temple.
“For the Inspire collection, minimalism and ‘less is more’ are the perfect
descriptions,” the company says.
“The lens shapes are defined by
their size and colour, forming
exciting contrasts.”
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“IF YOU THINK
ABOUT A CYCLIST
RIDING IN TRAFFIC;
THEY WANT AS MUCH
UNOBSTRUCTED
VIEW AS POSSIBLE
SO THAT THEY’RE
ABLE TO SEE ALL
AROUND THEM
WITHOUT HAVING
TO TURN THEIR
HEAD AS MUCH.”

The eight models are available in
eight lens shapes and colours, which
are in more vibrant tones for the
women’s range, and more
subdued in the men’s.
At Smith, the biggest attraction
for most people with rimless
eyewear is field of view
– especially in sport. Larger
field of view or viewing angle
is important for peripheral
vision and motion detection,
says Smith's Mark McCann,
global category manager
for eyewear.
“If you think about a cyclist
riding in traffic; they want as
much unobstructed view as
possible so that they’re able to
see all around them without
having to turn their head
as much,” McCann says.
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“A head turn usually causes the
bike to veer off course, so increases in
uninterrupted sight lines are big wins
in that regard.”
With a taller rimless lens like in
the Attack MAX – riders won’t find
themselves staring into the top of
the frame when they’re in the head
down riding position. They get the
protection they’re looking for from
sunlight, wind and debris - but also
an unobstructed field of view that
a typical rimmed piece of eyewear
does not provide, McCann says.
The other factor is weight. Rimless
glasses tend to be lighter because
there’s less frame material required
to hold the lens. Athletes love rimless
eyewear because it almost feels like
you’re not wearing sunglasses, which
allows the wearer to focus on sport –
not their glasses bouncing around or
sliding off their faces.

Smith Attack Max

At Ray-Ban, their Aviator Blaze
features “cutting-edge style and
unbreakable spirit” to help redefine
the brand's icon of icons.

Smith IO

In terms of how it is made, there are
many types of rimless glasses, but the
Attack frame provides enough structural integrity for Smith engineers to
utilize it as the foundation of the glass.
“With Attack, we engineered the lug
area specifically to allow for fast
ChromaPop lens swapping for varying
light conditions with Smith MAG
interchangeable temple technology,”
he says. “Smith MAG technology uses
two neodymium magnets that intuitively slide on to the lug area with a locking
mechanical engagement that can be
done without getting fingerprints all
over the lens.”

The Blaze features a steel front and
bold upper double bridge, with a pilot
shape taking the innovative, rimless
lens-over-frame construction of Blaze
back to its origins. New flat gradient
or G-15 lenses are featured on classic
gold, silver and gunmetal, which take
the classic style into a new dimension.

“Completing the selection, electric
mirror shades and a demi-gloss black
version make sure modern statement
style, mixed with a high-energy profile,
shouts fun with attitude,” the company
says. “A true original, the Aviator Blaze
changes the game once again - for the
first time ever in the Blaze series, this
style is available with stunning
gradient lenses.”
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F
F
FLEXIBLE
FRAMES
By Jody Johnson-Pettit

Have you ever accidentally sat on your glasses?
If you are like me, then your eyewear often needs
readjusting due to bent frames. Thankfully new,
innovative technology helps lessen the worry of
breaking your eyewear. Although flexible frames
aren't guaranteed not to break, they do withstand
more abuse and are designed to cope with
the stresses and strains of everyday life.
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T
Tura Inc.’s TITANflex frames feature
contemporary styling with both stability and stress-resistance. The frames
are super flexible at the bridge and
temple, ultra-lightweight, comfortable and less breakable than
traditional frames.

“TITANflex styles are sophisticated
and modern, with a unique construction not common to memory metal
product,” says Jennifer Coppel, vicepresident of brand management.
“The use of acetate materials on
fronts, flat sheet memory metal
bridges and pierced temples create
a strong styling voice that inspires
confidence and individuality. The
models also have a focus on performance accents, masculine colours,
and create visual interest.”

The Ocean Ridge collection by Costa
features lightweight, great-fitting
sport frames made from nearly indestructible bio-based resin nylon. The
material is sustainable and strong,
allowing the frames to hold their shape
in extreme hot and cold weather.

Tura

“Our use of the lightweight and durable material Monel and the unique
ways we’ve combined acetate and
Monel is both high quality and high
value,” said Holly Rush, CEO of Costa.
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M
The three new Bimini Road styles
now feature Monel, making them
durable, lightweight frames that are
hypoallergenic, corrosion-resistant
and a great choice for casual sport
and everyday.

Other flexible frame options on the
market include models in MODO’s R
1000 + Titanium collection. MODO
merges form and function in an
innovative frame that is a combination of Resin 1000, a super-light and
super-flexible memory plastic, and
Beta Titanium 153. The frames are
resilient and will always return to
their original shape.
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MODO 7006

MODO 7008

MODO 7007

N

WestGroupe SFK-174

WestGroupe SFK-172

And because kids can also be tough
on their eyewear, the Superflex Kids
collection by WestGroupe is designed
with real kids in mind.

Nano Vista

Kids can be their exuberant selves
without the fear of damaging
their eyewear.
“All Superflex Kids styles are made
with spring hinges for extra durability,
comfort and fit,” says Beverly Suliteanu,
vice-president of product development.
“The collection is designed with the
ability of the temples to flex outwards,
allowing them to spring back into
place without causing any damage to
the frame.
“It is important for ECPs to offer these
types of frames for children because
they have greater durability than
frames without spring hinges and,
in turn, result in less adjustments and
prevent the need for costly repairs.”

Nano Vista & Plan “B” Eyewear also
offer the children’s Nano GLOW
optical collection, made from Siliflex
material that makes these frames
flexible, lightweight and indestructible.
The collection also offers glow-in-thedark temples, making it easier to find
frames in the dark and allow better
visibility of children playing in
low-light conditions.
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By Denis Langlois

Metal frames are seriously in vogue right now. Sure to match pretty much any outfit,
eyewear made from titanium, stainless steel, aluminum and other metals are
lightweight yet strong and boast a sophisticated, clean and often mature appearance.
Regina optician Ryan Horne says the metal trend is the result of a long-overdue shift
in eyewear fashion from a monopoly of heavier acetates. “Those with finer features or
even those who desire lighter-weight eyewear are flocking to the metals in droves,”
says the owner of SPEX by Ryan.
“Comfort has become more of a priority and the adjustability of metals is definitely
superior. Nose Pads are a welcome feature, especially in the extreme hot and cold
temperatures as they do not blanket the face so much, sitting a little further away.”
Horne says acetate frames will always be in fashion, but the key is to have a variety in
of both metal and acetates in eyewear wardrobes.
Here are some hot metal looks:
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1. Nautica
model N7280 by Marchon
2. Roberto Cavalli
RC1026 by Marcolin
3. Stepper
SI-60138 by WestGroupe
4. Ray-Ban
The Marshall by Luxottica
5. Silhouette
Dynamics Colorwave FR 5509
6. Haro
by Xavier Garcia

4
3
1

6

5

2
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ECPs take part in
Essilor Canada Alive
Summit and Roadshow
By Denis Langlois

Eyecare professionals gathered in Toronto in
September for an Essilor Canada Alive Summit
and Roadshow event at Westin Harbour Castle.
The daytime Alive Summit, an exclusive event for
Varilux Xperience partners and their teams, featured four segments with four different speakers.
Martin Lesperance, Director of Training and
Development at Essilor Canada kicked things
off with a morning session in which he used his
story of becoming a marathon runner, despite
seemingly insurmountable odds, to show and
motivate attendees that it is possible to
“achieve the impossible.”
Mohamed Charfi of Mercedes Canada, wrapped
up the morning portion of the schedule with
a talk about the automobile company's history
and how Mercedes sells innovation in
a premium marketplace.
Optometrist Dr. Justin Bazan of Brooklyn, New
York, then provided participants with tips, tricks,
strategies and examples on how to promote their
optical offices and increase business through
the use of social media, particularly Facebook.
He also spoke about how to engage with prospective and current clients on social media and
how to attract new customers using social media.
Paul Thurman of Columbia University was the
final speaker of the day. He discussed how to
create a winning team and manage its success.
The Roadshow in the evening, which ran from
5:30 to 11 p.m. and was open to all independent
eyecare professionals and their teams, included
a cocktail supper and information on Essilor
Canada's latest innovations for Varilux, Crizal
and Transitions.
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The highlight of the evening program was a
presentation, called The Power of Generations,
by internationally acclaimed speaker Jason
Dorsey. The best-selling author and Millennials
research specialist explained how to address the
challenges each generation presents to
eyecare practices.

Here
are some
images from
the Essilor
Canada Alive
Summit and
Roadshow.
Pierre Bourre of Essilor Canada and Martin Lesperance of Essilor Academy Canada
at the Alive Summit in Toronto. PHOTO BY DENIS LANGLOIS

Optometrist Dr. Justin Bazan speaks to the audience at the Alive Summit about how to promote their optical
offices on social media.
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A HINGE
AB OVE
T H E REST
By Troy Patterson

E Y E W E A R H I N G E T E C H N O L O G Y H A S C O M E A L O N G W A Y,
MAKING IT FAR MORE THAN JUST THE ELBOW ON
A PAIR OF GLASSES.HINGE TECHNOLOGY RANGES FROM
S I M P L I S T I C T O H I G H-T E C H AC R O S S VA R I OU S B R A N D S,
B U T A L L O F T H E M S H O O T F O R U T I L I T Y A N D D U R A B I L I T Y,
BUT DELIVER THAT QUALITY IN THEIR OWN STYLE SO
AS TO SET THEMSELVES APART FROM THE COMPETITION.
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Some use metal bars or special screws or rivets
to secure their hinges, while some others are
mechanically-inserted to ensure they stay
fastened. All have different qualities and uses
and are wide-ranging across the market.
WestGroupe's custom-designed rivet hinge
and metal endcap on EVATIK E-9148 gives the
temples a luxe, vintage look, while the EVATIK E-9155 features a German spring hinge.

WestGroupe E-9148

“The flat surface of the spring hinge is seamless and provides an integrated look,” says
Beverly Suliteanu, vice-president of product
development for WestGroupe.
The custom-made five-barrel hinge of FYSH
UK F-3582 is precision-milled, with a diamond-shaped case and features a decorative
wire core for durability.
WestGroupe F-3582

WestGroupe E-9155
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OGI Seraphin

OGI Seraphin

OGI Seraphin

Cutler & Gross makes its own hinges
that allow the brand to ensure the
hinge is secure.
“This season we introduce the fivebarrel hinge which is secured to the
frame with three-pins,” says Marie
Wilkinson, design director at Cutler
and Gross. “This provides extra security and a bold aesthetic, as exemplified
in the new 1271 frame.”
Ogi's Red Rose product has unique
proprietary hinges in various styles.
From the unique screwless hinge
(Alonzo) to the latest metal bar hinge
(Varallo), Ogi says its Red Rose offerings makes it a pioneer in cutting-edge
hinge treatments.
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OGI Red Rose

“Our Seraphin product has a special
signature decor piece on the hinge
as well (Merrimac, Cumberland,
Braeburn),” the company says. “This
reinforced five-barrel hinge is the
finest quality all around and provides
luxury details at an affordable price.”
Paired with the hinge are always OBE
screws from Germany, which have a
patented nylon coating that ensures
the screws stay in place.

CLEARVIEW
HD DIGITAL LENSES & AR COATINGS
• 100% independent & Canadian
• Private label digital lenses
• Variable Customized HD Corridors
• Fast turn-around times
• Competitive pricing
• Volume rebates
• Better margins
• Latest in technology
• Advanced AR Coatings
• Personal service

LE
VA R I A B D H D
IZE
C U S TO M D O R S
CO R R I

TRUE DIGITAL FREE FORM

INNOVATION • FORWARD-THINKING
TECHNOLOGY • TEAMWORK • QUALITY
287 Dundas St. E Trenton
613-394-9855
1-888-240-7687

Blackfin's chief executive officer,
Nicola Del Din, says the company's
patented Atom hinges have helped
make a success of both their eyewear
design, and their aesthetic appeal, as
the company harnesses its 46 years
of experience in the industry.
“The Atom hinge combines design
and aestethic with a perfect functionality,” says Del Din. “This is a patent
which was developed specifically for our
frames. This is different from the others
because it's mechanically inserted
between the front and the temple and
it’s impossible to be unhooked.”
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And bringing a unique offering to
the table is Fatheadz' John Raymond
line, which features 180-degree
spring hinges that aim to offer
comfort and durability.
The frames are crafted for those who
are unable to wear averaged-sized
eyewear and the stylish prescription
eyeglasses hinges enable approximately 180-degree bending, which
allows the temple to swing open to
fit any head comfortably.

4

marketing ecps

New Patients,
Increased Retention, Higher Sales.

4

Powered by marketing ecps

Marketing4ECPs has built a proven marketing program for the
independent optometrist. If you've considered updating your marketing,
Book a Program Demonstration today and learn how we're helping practices
just like yours succeed in today's new reality.

Visit eyes360.ca Today to View This Site Live!

4
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NEXTGEN

A calling for ophthalmology
By Troy Patterson

Dr. Harmeet Gill has found balance
and satisfaction in assisting both the
public and private sectors within the
Canadian ophthalmology community.
Gill, 39, has been in practice for five
years and completed medicine at
McMaster University, ophthalmology
residency at the University of Toronto,
and a two-year fellowship training in
oculofacial plastic surgery at the
University of California, San Francisco
and Stanford University.
He has a branching career path where
half his time is spent passing along his
knowledge as an assistant professor of
Ophthalmology at the University of
Toronto, while also working part-time
at Toronto's Sunnybrook Hospital.
His other career path sees him work
36 Optical Prism November 2017

as both a functional and cosmetic oculofacial plastic surgeon at his private
clinic, the Eye Face Institute.
“Ultimately what I found worked for
my practice in the last five or six years
was the hybrid model," he said.
“I find that surgeons that have a hybrid
practice between function and aesthetics, it's really good because you need
both. If you're doing just cosmetics it's
not ideal because you learn things
when you deal with complex trauma,
or cancer reconstruction. And yet if
you're just doing functional and you're
not focused on all the nuances of suturing techniques and looking at how
you're doing your procedure to deliver
thebest cosmetic result, you're
missing that.”

Oculoplastic surgery involves all of
the plastic surgery around the eye and
tearduct system, which all impact the
function of the eye.
At his private clinic, Gill works with a
head and neck facial plastic surgeon
and as an opthalmologist to offer options that cover that entire area of the
face and the eyes. His facility features
its own private operating room which,
though mostly designed for cosmetic
procedures, is equipped to do functional
procedures that are impacting the
quality of life of patients.
"We absorb the costs associated with
it, because you just want to get patients
treated," he says. Being able to work
within a "multiple disciplinary" model
for patient care, Gill says he's able to

balance the contributions he can make
to helping people on the publicly-funded side of opthalmology, while also
assisting and honing his professional
skills for patients who have specific
needs or wants at his private clinic.
Gill's functional surgeries involve operations to excise tumours to ensure
they don't come back and the reconstruction involved with those operations. He says they could be minor,
needing only a few stitches, or they
could end up as a complex reconstructive surgery where they manage bone
involvement or extensive facial
soft tissue.
"This could involve multiple surgeries
during radiation, in some cases
chemotherapy for some sort of malignant cancers like lymphoma, so that's
a big part of the functional practice.”
Gill also understands how some might
perceive cosmetic surgery as the "dark
side" of medicine, driven by money,
but its practical applications have the
ability to significantly improve quality
of life both on the functional and
cosmetic sides.
“But in all honesty I find myself and a
lot of very talented cosmetic surgeons
get a lot of professional pride when
people have high expectations for a very
particular result and we can deliver
that result," he says. "That's sort of
what motivates me.”
Gill says one of the more common
conditions he comes across, especially
with an aging population, is varying
forms of skin cancer. With the cancers
significantly caused by ultraviolet sun
exposure to the area in and around the
eye, he stressed the importance of the
sun awareness campaign he's been a
part of through with Canadian Ophthalmology Society (COS).
The approval-sticker-designating
campaign is intended to educate eye-

wear manufacturers and have them
work with the medical community to
arm consumers with the proper protection for the eye as well as a significant
portion of the skin area around it. The
campaign partnered with the Canadian Dermatology Association (CDA),
who worked on a similar successful
campaign with different sunscreens,
to create a criteria that allows them to
now work with eyewear manufacturers in order to establish guidelines on
what COS would approve in terms of
how much UV and surface area around
the eye is blocked.

see something abnormal, you'll typically be referred pretty quickly. Most
of the time you get diagnosed and
treated before it becomes much of
a problem."
Gill, born and raised in Toronto, says
his initial interest in medicine was
internal and for a time he intended
to become a cardiologist. But during
medical school, a cardiologist told him
that one of the best ways to detect a
lot of cardiac and vascular diseases is
through a solid eye exam.

"One of the things I'm passionate
about is managing those types of cancers, because unlike other skin cancers, the ones around the eye can have
damaging consequences to your eye
itself and the functioning physiology
for a healthy eye."

“She said you can see so much going
on, you can see anatomy and physiology through the back of the eyes. You
can see nerve problems, if there's
blood vessel problems, if patients
aren't compliant with their diabetic
medications... and that it would make
you a much better cardiologist if you
could do that.”

He also works frequently with agerelated changes around the eye, like
droopy eyelids, which can impact
sight and a patient's ability to sufficiently open their eyes. The number
one culprit of all of these eye area conditions is UV radiation, which causes
wrinkles as most subtle damage as
the skin is exposed over time.

So his career path changed after taking on an ophthalmology elective
where he saw just how focused the
professionals in the field are. Gill
says ophthalmologists are able to focus more on results than other medical specialities, which often end up
managing or co-managing a patient's
medical problems.

"If you look at the physiology of what's
happening at a cellular level, essentially you're creating a lot of chronic
changes that can eventually lead to
cancer. The different types are basal
cell cancer, the most common at 90
per cent, with other variants like
melanoma or carcinoma. All of which
can damage the skin around the eyes
the eyelids, but also the surface of the
eye itself."

“With opthalmology if you have a
problem you really have a clear solution path, whether you're going to
give them a medication, a laser treatment for glaucoma or something, or
if you're going to do surgery on the
patient it's a little more results-oriented. And what you do, you really
see the impact immediately, so that
really appealed to me.”

“These can become vision threatening or life-threatening if they're left
untreated. But luckily in Canada
we're so vigilant that optometry and
opthalmology are partners. If you
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Top
tips
for
team
building
By Trudi Charest, RO

If you want a successful eyecare business, it starts with
having a great team of people. The secret is to figure
out how to get them working well together, supporting
each other and getting along. This takes a little focus,
planning and team-building. When people feel part
of a cohesive team, they enjoy coming to work. When
they enjoy coming to work, your customers are going
to have better experiences. Team-building makes e
verything better!
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HERE ARE A FEW TIPS AND
IDEAS ON TEAM-BUILDING:
1. CREATE SHARED VALUES:
Get every team member to list their Top 3
core values, such as integrity, passion, commitment, etc. Once you have them all, tally
up the Top 3 to 6 and post them where the
team gathers everyday. These core values are
now how they and you should make decisions
in your practice.

2. BUILD COMMON GOALS:
As a team, brainstorm together to come up with
the office and individual goals. Not only does this
produce better buy-in From employees when they
have been involved in the development of the goals,
but they feel more obligated to achieve them.

4. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS:
Often breakdown in support or team synergy is
communication. Take the opportunity to develop an
office chat system that all employees must log onto
every day.
“Slack” is a FREE communication system that you
can direct message an individual or set up team
chat lines where everyone can input messages. It
can be accessed by PC or phone.

3. TEAM MEETINGS:
Not staff meetings, but team meetings.
Meetings designed to talk about how to improve
the office, the team work, the culture and to let
them have the floor to talk about their ideas.

5. GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER SESSIONS:
One of the best exercises for teams is personality
testing so that leaders and employees understand
each other’s personality. Not only does this create
deeper understanding of personal preferences, it
causes employees to treat each other differently
based on what they have learned which, in turn,
creates better cohesiveness.

6. GET OUT & HAVE FUN!:
I say it all the time - “teams that play together stay together.”
As the leader, you need to plan some fun time for the staff that is
away from the daily grind of the office. It doesn’t have to be
expensive or elaborate, but it should be fun and something
everyone would want to do. You can go bowling, play mini-golf,
support a charity, walk together or just go out for lunch. Planning
this time will assist in employees developing deeper bonds
together, which would not happen as fast in the office setting.

Last note…
really want to know how to build your team up? Ask them…
they will be more than happy to share some ideas with you.

Trudi Charest is the Co-Founder of 4ECPs, a business resource company for eye care
professionals. 4ECPs has six divisions including eye care jobs, marketing, training, social
media, payments & events. Trudi can be reached at trudi@4ecps.com or www.4ecps.com.
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Canadian company
launches custom
3-D printed frames
Toronto-based Specsy has announced
the launch of its technology-driven 3-D
printed custom eyewear line.
The company provides eye care
professionals with a retail-ready app
to design custom glasses tailored to
their patient's aesthetic preferences
and technical requirements.
The Specsy app uses augmented reality,
allowing patients to design frames on a
live image of their face. Eye care professionals can use Specsy's patent-pending
measurement tool to verify all dimensions of the patient's custom frames,
including bridge and temples.
By crafting every pair of frames to order,
based on the patient's design and
dimensions, Specsy provides eye care
professionals with the opportunity to
offer a truly custom frame, the
company says.

“After extensive research and
development, we are thrilled to be
introducing cutting-edge innovation
and technology to the optical field,"
says Milan Madhavji, Specsy's head
of product development.
“Specsy will change the way optical
professionals approach frame fitting
by removing any restrictions currently
faced when working with a fixed inventory of frames.” Specsy utilizes an
in-house multi-colour 3-D printer to
craft their frames.
Retail pricing for a Specsy frame is
$350 CAD. With a plastic resin frame
forming their core collection, Specsy
has their eyes set on offering a custom
metal frame in the first quarter of 2018
and new innovative materials into
the future.
Visit specsy.com for more information.
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Glimpses

Marcolin Group names new
CEO for North America

Essilor Gold Sponsor
of 2nd WCO

Marcolin Group has announced the appointment
of Davide Rettore as CEO North America for
Marcolin USA Eyewear Corp.

Essilor is a proud Gold sponsor of the 2nd World
Congress of Optometry (WCO) in Hyderabad,
India. In line with Essilor’s mission of improving
lives by improving sight, the Congress will focus
on “accessible, quality vision and eye health."

“We all welcome back Davide to Marcolin Group,”
says Giovanni Zoppas, CEO of Marcolin Group.
“I know he will be a great value added to an
already strong team.”
Rettore’s solid experience and deep knowledge
of the industry will bring to the Group additional
expertise and value, the company said in a release.
In his role he will be responsible for the development of the business in the USA and Canada.
“We are excited to welcome Davide to our US
Executive Team,” says Massimo Renon, Marcolin
Group’s worldwide commercial general manager.
“His experience and unique profile will complement and enhance Marcolin Group’s ability to
meet the needs of our customers.”
North America is a key market for Marcolin
Group, representing almost 45 per cent of
global sales, with a high potential to be further
explored both for ophthalmic eyewear and
sunglasses, leveraging on the company’s wellknown capabilities in terms of designing and
manufacturing quality.
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Essilor is committed to partnering with the
WCO to raise awareness on the importance of
vision and the key role of optometrists in providing vision care to patients and customers
around the world.
More than 1,200 eye care professionals are
expected to attend the Congress which will this
year focus on accessible, quality vision and
eye health.
The theme relates to the WHO “Universal Eye
Health: A global Action plan 2014-2019” targeting
a 25 per cent reduction of avoidable vision
impairment by 2019. Lectures and seminars will
be presented by leading experts from across the
globe, featuring cutting edge research and clinical
practice. The Congress also serves to define the
agenda of accessible vision care.

Glimpses
Essilor Canada announces new leader
Essilor Canada has announced Barbara Piper as president effective Sept. 1, 2017.
Having worked at Essilor in various roles for more than 18 years, most recently as
vice-president, key accounts strategies & solutions for Essilor of America, Barbara
will be responsible for furthering the company’s growth strategy in Canada.
Her mandate will centre on bringing innovation to market, facilitating partnerships and connecting Canadians with eye health products to help them see better.
“Barbara has held several successful roles at Essilor and her knowledge of the
lens business will benefit the profitable growth of the Essilor Group in Canada,”
explained John Carrier, Chief Operating Officer, Essilor International.
“Her track record for not only developing but executing growth strategies will propel our team to achieve a higher level of success. This is especially relevant today
as the market continues to evolve and we face new challenges and opportunities.”

Complete Optical Solution Since 1986

951 Denison St, Unit 1&2, Markham, On, L3R 3W9
Tel: 905-762-9564, Fax: 905-762-9573
Toll Free: 1-888-762-9564
Email: fashionexcellent@yahoo.ca
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Eyecare Jobs
In Canada

www.jobs4ecps.ca

EVENTS CALENDAR
NOVEMBER

Nov. 4-5, 2017

JANUARY
Jan. 12-14, 2018

April 14-16, 2018

Event: Opti: The International
Trade Show for Optics and
Design
Place: Munich, Germany
Fairground Munich
www.opti.de

Event: Optrafair
Place: Birmingham, UK
Birmingham National
Exhibition Centre
www.optrafair.co.uk/

FEBRUARY

Event: Vision Canada 2017
Place: Hyatt Regency Calgary
Calgary, Alta.
www.opticians.ca

Feb. 24-26, 2018
Event: MIDO: Milano
Eyewear Show
Place: Milan, Italy, Fiera Milano
http://www.mido.it
mido@mido.it

MARCH
March 15-18, 2018
Event: Vision Expo East
Place: Javits Center, New York, NY
east.visionexpo.com

// Visit the 12-Month Event Calendar at www.opticalprism.ca
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April 29, 2018
Event: Inside Optics
Place: Sheraton Parkway
North Toronto Hotel & Suites
Richmond Hill, Ont.
ontario-opticians.com

Nov. 8-10, 2017
Event: Hong Kong Optical Fair
Place: Hong Kong
Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Center
http://m.hktdc.com/fair/hkopticalfair-en/HKTDC-Hong-KongOptical-Fair.html

APRIL

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 27-29, 2018
Event: Vision Expo West
Place: Sands Expo & Convention
Center Las Vegas, NV
west.visionexpo.com

classified
STORE FOR SALE

advertiser index

4ECP's 		

35 -44

Digital ECP 		

41

Dr’s Choice 		

33

Eye Plus 			

28

Fashion Excellent

43

Match Eyewear

16-17

Maui Jim

2-3

Optic Plastic		

4

Optical Group 		

40		

Optical store for sale in downtown
Toronto. Priced to sell, owner
moving away. Asking $30,000.
Wide street exposure, first floor of
medical building, across the street
from Bathurst subway station.
Fully equipped optometrist office.
Custom made furniture, over 750
frames in stock. Busy retail neigh-

Unique and stylish optical boutique for sale in
Toronto. Well established since 1995. The store is
a part of family oriented and vibrant community
in the High Park area. Ideal for optometrist or
optician with a passion for great style and quality
service. Good lease and loyal client's base.
Fully equipped optometrist office, custom design
space. Call 647 303 3396

borhood, high traffic area.
Call 647-898-3494.

OPTICIAN
We are looking for an Optician, part-time leading to full -time employment in a beautiful and friendly optometry office in the sunny Okanagan, BC. We would love the ideal
candidate to have a positive attitude, enthusiasm, motivation and optical knowledge.
Please contact the manager at icare_guy@yahoo.com

Safilo 			7

Optical practice in Bradford ON seeking for a Ontario Registered Optometrist
to join our team. Job Type: Part-time. Job Type: Part-time. Please forward us your
Shilling 			11		
resume to email cuoptical.inc@gmail.com. Experienced candidates and new
graduates are welcome.

Spectacle 		

9		

Transitions 		

48

Westgroupe		

5

Licensed Optician needed for a small optical store in Toronto. We need a self motivated person who can work independently in running day to day business. The lab work
knowledge is an important factor when applying for the position. Please send your
resume to hfilarska@rogers.com, full time starting in December.

FOR SALE

OPTICAL PRISM CLASSIFIED WORD
ADS ARE FREE
when sent to Optical Prism by email. Please note,
the maximum number of words per ad is 50.
Just email your text toinfo@opticalprism.ca and
reach the entire Canadian optical industry.
Deadline for next issue: December 5th 2017

Approx 200 various optical frame display
rods. Holds 8 frames for each rod. Homemade
jigs for frame rod making also. Approx 1000
bridge pieces also. $20/rod or everything for
$2000. obo Call Jeff @ Como Lake Optical.
604-931-7133. 136- 1960 Como Lake Ave.
Coquitlam, BC. or email comolakeoptical@
hotmail.com.
Weco ZET-90 optical eyeglass lens edger with
frame tracer, blocker and de-blocker. Older
machine but still works great. $2000 obo. Call
Jeff @ Como Lake Optical. 604-931-7133. 1361960 Como lake Ave, Coquitlam, BC. or email
comolakeoptical@hotmail.com
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framed

Sara Moshurchak is one of
only three women in the world
who is personally handcrafting
eyeglass frames. Owner of
the recently renamed MOSH
Framemakers, Moshurchak
designs one-of-a-kind custom
eyewear and cuts, files, sands,
drills and finishes each frame
by hand in the company’s
1,200-square-foot space in
Vancouver, B.C.
Along with selling pieces
from the company’s entirely
hand-made MOSH designs
eyewear line, the shop also
carries a selection of frames
from companies like Etnia
Barcelona and Lindberg as
well as styles from various
private collections.
Moshurchak, who was born
in Regina, Sask., started working at Eyeland Framemakers
on Granville Island in 2001
after taking the optical program at Douglas College. She
became owner of the business
seven years later, following
the retirement of founder
and eyewear designer
Klaus Sebok.
The store recently moved to
the Gastown area of Vancouver. Recently, Moshurchak
took some time out of her
busy day to chat with Optical
Prism magazine about her
unique Canadian business.
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DESIGNING
ONE-OF-A-KIND
EYEWEAR
By Denis Langlois
Q. Please tell us about your optical business.
A. MOSH Framemakers creates hand-crafted, artisanal, bespoke
eyeglass frames. Sara works with a small team that includes her
apprentice, Dana Dempsey, who is also an optician and frame
magician, and Belen Garcia, who is her marketing manager and
facilitator of fun.
Q. What kind of clientele does your store service?
A. Creative professionals and people who want something different
than their peer group.
Q. What kind of marketing tools do you use?
A. All the usual suspects, but we find the most relevant for us
is Instagram.
Q. What are some of the benefits of operating an independent
outlet?
A. The freedom to do as my heart desires. My ideas are only limited
by my creativity.
Q. Are there any changes or plans for the future for
your business?
A. You bet! We just completed a major change - a rebrand and
renovation. After 20 years as Eyeland, we have evolved into MOSH
which is a play on my last name and has been my nickname since
high school. Our new brand focuses on the most exciting part of
our business: creating things that are one-of-a-kind, just like you.

STAY UP-TO-DATE
on the latest industry news with

Informing the Canadian ECP in print and online
Subscribe to Our Newsletter . Follow us on
www.opticalprism.ca

SEE

STYLE
IN A
LIGHT

Transitions® lenses adapt to any light — and fit nearly any frame.
Help your patients express their style and help protect their eyes with
Transitions® Adaptive Lenses®. Our cutting-edge technology comes in a
variety of lens colours that fit nearly any frame. Plus, they block 100% of
UV rays and help protect against harmful blue light indoors and out, so
patients stay comfortable and look great wherever they go.

Download our new lens style guide and more at Transitions.com/Style
Transitions, the swirl and Transitions Adaptive Lenses are registered trademarks of Transitions
Optical, Inc., used under license by Transitions Optical Limited. ©2017 Transitions Optical Limited.
Photochromic performance is influenced by temperature, UV exposure and lens material.

